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ABSTRACT

A study by Eerg illustrates the research that has

been conducted into the impact of collective, bargaining on structural
elements-and rcle differentiation in education. The study crompared
principals from unionized and nonunionized school districts in
Illinois; it£ intent was" to determine specific role changes and
effects upcn principals as, a re'sult of collective bargaining.
Findings of the study indicated that there was no significant
relationship between* bargaining and the rules orientation, role
ambiguity,- or locus of factors controlling principals' behavior.
Grounding^ educational ^research in the literature on bargaining in the
private sector is faulty, because some of the most important effects
cf collective bargaining may be relatively insignificant in
education. Therefore principals would be expected to experience less
impact than industrial foremen or supervisors. In< addition to
differences in the effects of collective bargaining, education and
the private sector differ in .their approach to bargaining. Although
fche rcle of principals may be m-ore rigorously prescribed in districts
: »ith collective bargaining, this may merely represent the
institutionalization of informal structures into formal ones. (JG)
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The Impact of Collective Bargaining Upon the Principal
Flora Ida Orxiz, 'Ph.D.
University of California, Riverside

In the study of the impact cf collective bargaining upon school
administrators, the traditional areas of inquiry have been derived from
organizational theories.

Whenever a new program or reorganization has been

imposed upon the schools the allgr.ment of authority structures and the task
and role assignments have received research attention.

For example^ ths

professionalization of teachers, the relationship between principals and
teachers and the non-instructional teacher demands have been areas receiving
attention.

More specifically, the issues which have been investigated

regarding collective bargaining have beeni modifications or additions of
rules, regulations and procedures; modifications or additionsHo grievance
procedures; modifications or additions to job specification, and relocation
'

of power.

Because these issues in'general, do deal with structural elements

and/or role differentiation probably explains the preoccupation with the two
" aspects in the research.
For the purpose of this paper, a study by Berg will be used as
Illustrative of research conducted in this area.

For this reason a "brief

description of the study will be provided. The study was conducted in
Illinois comparing unionized and non-unionized school districts.

Unionized

school districts were defined as districts engaging in negotiation "between
^

teachers' organizations and the board of education resulting in formal

Berg, Paul, The Impact of Collective, Bargaining. Upon the Principal,'
-Administrator's Notebook. 21, 9 (1973), 1A. v
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written a^eessnts containing specific items dealing with
salaries, fringe
benefits, working cordltions, arid a grievance procedure.

Non-unionized

school districts were defined as s~hocl districts wh^ provid
ed for no
teacher-board negations cr -jcotiatior.s wore lialt.?d to. Tonal
ary issu-s.
The data were collected frca a stratified rar.dos sample of
principals
i

drawn frora the list of collective bargaining districts in Illin
ois, Each
of»the selected 72 principals was matched with a non-collective
bargaining
principal on_the basis of district type and size, location, type
of school
and sex. Mailed questionnaire and telephone interviews were used
to
gather the information.

,

There was an 83$ rate of return.

Bargaining status was the independent variable.

Rules orientation,

status anxiety, role ambiguity and causation were the dependent
variables.
Community support, school-community conflict, rJfcial conflict,
accountability
plans, organizational change, sax of the principal, age and exper
ience of
the principal, size of district, type of district, size of schoo
l, type of
school, socio-economic conposltion of the student body, and years
of
bargaining were the control variables.
The theoretical perspective.which determined the dependent varia
bles
i 'was derived from t,he literature on collective bargaining in the
private
i sector and in the field of' education. The specific intent wac
to deterndne
! the specific role changes and effects upon the principal.

Therefore, it

'.was hypothesized that.djie to the proliferation of rules and regul
ations
i during professional negotiations, principals in unionized schoo
l' districts
iwould tend to exhibit 'greater dependence upon formal rules in
non-unionized
i
'
,ischool districts.- It was also hypothesised that princ.ipals in
unionized
- jschooi districts j»*ould experience greater stattra aroi^y~than"prl
hclpars~
."
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i
I
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in r.on-unlcrvised school districts.

The contributing factors were "believed

to be: that collect L.-e barjainins brings about a fundamental charge la the ,
authority structure; that consultation with union members would-be required
prior to de-Jislcn; tl-.a:. a:itL".ipat.i:'.g teacher reaction tc adninistr.at.ive
decisions and femulation of palatable justifications for decisions would
becor.a necessary activities; that the principal's need to adapt, new methods
for gaining the cooperation of subordinates would involve increased use of
inf oroal trade-of/s.

Also, the .presence of a union representative would

pose a potential source of power. Additionally, the roost Important source
t
of status anxiety would be the vulnerability of'the principal in a collective
i

bargaining setting.

Union contract typically providing for grievance

procedures would perrrdt teachers to publicly expose the performance of
administrators who would violate, in the teachers* judgment, the Intent or
letter cf the agreement.

Also, the union night go over the principal's

head on any issue which vould further attenuate his authority and status
\

within the
organization.
^

A

The third hypothesis tested concerned itself with principals in unionized
1.»

school districts experiencing more role ambiguity than principals in nonunionized districts.

Role ambiguity was conceived to be a direct function

of the dirrrepency between the information available and that.which ifc
roquired for adequate performance cf a role. . The role of the principal '
would thercfor6 be especially ambiguous where collective bargaining is a
'

i

. recent development due to rising uncertainty.

\

"
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Also, the principal\ight

..'!',

not know how to fulfill the expectations. The question>vouljd, theti arise

regarding teachers being treated as professionals or as employees^
* s

-

,
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The fourth hypothesis focused upon the principal's perception regarding__

the locus of factors controlling his behavior.. " It was
hypothesized that
principals In unionised school district^ would "03 more
likely to perceive
external forces as the locus of causation of their beha
vior than will
principals in r.jr.-ur.ior.lc-~ 1 districts. MV.T. an sv^r.t
is perceived as
contingent upon luck, fate, the control of others, or
as unpredictable,
belief in external control is p-axi^lzed. When a perso
n perceives an event
f
to be contingent upon his own behavior or his own relat
ively permanent
characteristics it reveals a belief in internal cont
rol. There is also a
*
,
."
general»assuaption in/collective bargaining being' a zerosura ga.ce, and that
the loss of power for the principal implies power gaine
d by others. This /
relocation of power would be experienced by the princ
ipal in a number of/
vays: l) the principal's area of decision-making would
bs reduced; 2)/rules
and procedures would be established to regulate his beha
vior; 3) Pressures
iron both superordinates and subordinates 1, to stay with
in the limits of his
contractually circumscribed authority would be reminders
of the presence of
external,controls; 4) the. local union representative
with direct lines of ^
i *
'
communication to the prinqi'pal's superiors would remin
d the principal of
!
his reduced influence; 5) jprincipals often unrepresen
ted at negotiating
i <
sessions would be likely tty view the rules resulting
from these sessions as
i
*
*
!
externally imposed.
j '
.
The findings of the stiudy indicate that .there was no
significant
i

relationship between collective bargaining and rultea orien
tation, status
anxiety, role ambiguity, or locus of factors controlling
his behavior.
The above piece of research has been used as an illustrati
on of the
types ctf research being conducted to assess .the effects
of collective
bargaining upon schools and _schv2ol_partiulj3aniaL.. The resea
rch was grounded

/
./

in the literature on collective bargaining in the private sector ar.d ir.
eiucitijr..

This general ass-notion nay be faulty because three of th-? r.

important effects of collective bargaining in the private sector ray c n.
relatively ir.^i^r.ificant in'cdu::a-, L_.-n. Par exa.-.pls, in the ar?.a oC
t
'
'
'
industrial jurisprudence. It is considered that one of the greatest
contributions has been to protect the worker from arbitrary discipline and
discharge without due process requirements.
*

Iji education, however tenure

protects teachers from arbitrary dismissal through provision of tenure
statures*' This safeguard exists apart fron a teacher-board contract.

Also,

a negotiated agreement has little or -no effect with regard to the'disciplining
of teachers.

Private sector labor .agreements normally contain standards for

discipline of workers with a graduated series of penalties which nay include
an oral reprimand, a written reprimand, a brief suspension from work without
pay, a longer suspension and finally discharge.

In education, there may be
,

only a very limited application of this concept of progressive discipline.
f

»

.

A second area of importance In negotiation within the private sector
is the eligibility for-fringe benefits and decisions regaxdiog^/ay<-4f'£Mand
'

.

\

.
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ij ; .

promotions within an hierarchy of jobs. Individuals must be placed on a
>-.
.*
. . '
-k
differentiated pay scale according to seniority. In schools, sariiority .has
"f
'
'...-'
' traditionally been a factor in'this placement of teachers on the salary
/
schedule; otherwis? this principle has limited application in schools.
Fringe benefits are generally provided equally .to all teachers regardless
of seniority*.

Lay-offs' have been scarce in 4teaching.
,"
< " '

Furthermore, in*

school organizations there is no hierarchy of jdbs for teachers cortpar
to'that' in the private sector".

With few exceptions one "is* "either a teacher

.or is promoted into the ranks of management.
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A third difference is in the ar^a of "effor*. bargaining
."

In thi

private sector, negotiations revolve around the- issus of
ho* F.uch work will
be done ftor what wage:- Negotiations in education inclu
de salary and other
monetary issues, but ri-ld vcrrk rul.^s and prcxi.^^t icn quota
s which nay bo
critical in private sector agreercencs are seldcni includ
ed in teacher-beard
*

»

contrae-Cs.
A lojig as collective bargaining in education lacks sorna of
the
dimensions which give It potency in the private sector, princ
ipals would be
expected to experience less impact than the industrial forem
an or supervisor.
In addition to differences in the effects of collective barga
ining.
education and the private sector differ in their approach to
bargaining. '
*
'
*
Unlike industrial unionization where collective bargaining
is
roote
d
in
*
*
.
conflict of interest, principals and teachers have traditiona
lly worked
together in pursuit of similar professional goals.* Therefore,
collective
bargaining does not seem to have exertedjmajor impact on the
principal which
most nave presumed and some have feared.

i

A,further a-alys's ,of t^e three factors presented above may
explain the
growth of unionization among teachers .^Regarding "the first
aspect related
to standards for discipline, in education, cases of transfers
and undesirable
behavior may be times whe.rf unionization is of some aid. There
are however,
**"

»'

Beans for dismissing teachers within contractual agreements.

Union member

ship may however, protect teachers from being transferred from
more desirable
schools to less desirable.
i
\
i
*
- *
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*
The second area which may be inspected is that of lay-offs.
Today, due
to declining enrollments, teachers are being dismissed due
to loss of students.
Tttgs'e decisions made lightly or biased may give rise to union
membership.

8

Another related issue is that the r.'jnb^r of student3 left over by the iisrJLssed
-f
teacher naed to be asslgr.=d to thcsa teachers regaining. The assigf.r.-sr.ts
>_

made ciay require union intrusion, particularly if the possibility exists
thai th ;s* with additional asji.-r..-.'-n-. 3 b-ycr.d teaching ri/ a-jeur.e s:=e ^f
the teaching duties.

*

<

This is of considerable importance to teachers holding

special assignments ar.d specialists.

They may be assigned partial st-ierrt

loads in order to provide stable student assignment to the rest of the teachers.
Additionally, distinctions in teachers' assignments are being sought.
Areas where negotiations can focus are in. additional time allotments far
such activities as extra-curricular, spcrts, music, theater or draaa ar.d
others.

Teacher contracts, traditionally have not dealt with these rjittersT^"

but today such duties ao lunch duty, playground duty, before and after, school
supervision duties are being contested as not being part of the teaching
role.

Union r.snbershlp ir-ay aid in clarifying these occupational requirements.
If these considerations in fact influence union membership, the impact

upon the building principal may be significant.

Teaching being different

from managing ar.d administering does present the "conflict of interest"

x

i,

aspect which is an important factor in the establishment of collective

.

bargaining.
/

*

"

In summary, then, we may find that principals may in fact be holding
a r.ore rigorously prescribed role in districts where collective bargaining
has beer) established.

However, the,consequences do not need to be considered

v

as negative.

It may be that since it has been assuced that if teachers

t

receive benefits, principals or others would lose theirs and the negative
aspects of collective bargaining has been overemphasized.

Instead, >hat

jiay occur is the institutionalization of inforrai structures into forr^i ones
ari all benefit equally.
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